The staging of Anne Frank's diary
Housing hassles

The majority of landlords are fair-minded and trying to make money without hassling anybody. But, there are some landlords who make tenants' lives go round and round, and there's a cigarette burn in the carpet.

The landlord threatens you with eviction because your overnight guest stayed over one night too many. Or, the landlord says you have to put down a $100 deposit for your pot.

Many students are hounded by this argument. They care in the unreasonable demands because they don't know better—or, because they figure the landlord always wins. Or, they capitulate because it's the path of least resistance.

The Off-Campus Housing Office is a service of some, impartial advice to help the beleaguered student. The office is necessary because many students don't know their rights and duties as tenants.

Most of the work done by the office is turned "routine" by director Walt Lambert, a former manager of Tropicana Village. This includes the listing of vacant apartments, houses or rooms and listing of people looking for a place to rent.

But it's the hassles of his work that makes Lambert's job "interesting" and "life for the student miserable.

These are the usual landlord depasus.

"The biggest problem," Lambert says, "is the lack of communication." Either the tenant doesn't talk about the problem with the landlord or, the renter fails to read over the contract and understands its full significance. Or, the landlord doesn't explain clearly what the tenant's obligations are.

Problems arising in situations like these are usually easily cleared up if both parties keep a cool head and talk things over.

But some disputes can't be talked out. Some landlords refuse to discuss problems. Some tenants don't listen. So Lambert steps in and tries to mediate between the two sides.

Lambert says the number one problem with landlords is deposits. "Either they're not returned, or they're returned too late, or with no explanation for the deductions."

Other problems many tenants share are breaking leases, sub-letting, pets and evictions. In his daily dealings with these dilemmas, Lambert assesses the situation and spells out the alternatives for the student. Then It's up to the tenant to act.

The Off-Campus Housing Office is a necessary part of academic life because few students are educated about the problems of renting before they go away to school. They have to "learn by doing."

The Off-Campus Office fills the vacuum, but only after more troubles occur. If you have housing problems, or potential problems, go to the office and find out where you stand legally.

It may cost you some time, but it may save you money and misery.

Editor:

Concerning the article on the Forensics Tournament in the November 3rd edition. It seems apparent both by the tournament received during the actual tournament trip and by the coverage of said tournament that the Rendezvous Theatre group is being grossly overlooked. Whether because of some fault of Mr. Pechner, who sponsored the team for her time and services, or simply because the Rendezvous Theatre group consisting of Brenda Taylor, Charmaine Jones, and one Paul Purser, took third place at the Leo H. Van Trees Theatre Festival, not included in the November 3rd article. This group being overlooked as in realia barriers are being set by the speech team? I certainly hope not, but the facts seem to indicate this. Let's work as a team, as we represent Cal Poly in these tournaments why shouldn't we all do the same in the speech? May I also bring to your attention that this points the school acquired language third place her team, the Rendezvous Theatre group, let's cover the team's progress as a whole, not as separate individuals.

Paul Turner
Brenda Taylor
Charmaine Jones

(Editor's note: It is not the intention of the editors to "grossly overlook" any group on campus. The article printed was rewritten from a Cal Poly Public Information Office press release.

Again we would like to re-emphasize the point we wish to convey in our first paper this year—the registration edition. Because of our small staff, we cannot and don't want to be able to cover the entire Cal Poly campus. To best render this, we again encourage the student body and staff to inform us of possible noteworthy events which might otherwise go unreported.)

Editorial:

It seems the majority in America voted for a change, as we will have new rulers in the White House, Jimmy Carter and Friends.

But, is it really a change in the government as such? Is it really the change we had in mind? Both Republicans and Democrats run on basically the same platform—more programs "for the people." But less taxes. Everybody is for everyone. But that's unrealistic.

There is an alternative. The Libertarian Party believes in government as

provided in the U.S. Constitution—limited government—true and just taxation, with you in full control of your lives and property.

I'm a Libertarian and believe this country and remain the "home of free"—but only if we remain active, concerned citizens. Next time you win, make yourself aware of what you're voting for—propaganda or principles. Do something for yourself and explore the Libertarian Party.

Kathy Hansen

Letters

Morgantown welcomes letters from all viewpoints. Length of letters should be limited to 150 words—typed and double-spaced. Letters will not be published without a signature and student I.D. number. We reserve the right to edit for length. Sorry, but no party is accepted. Bring letters to Graphic Arts Room 226.
**Poly lines up for genuine flu shots**

by STEVEN CHURB

Preventive medicine moved outside the Health Center Tuesday as approximately 3,500 Poly people uninvited by a smattering of adverse publicity received injections of the controversial swine flu vaccine.

Under the direction of Dr. Tom Collins, Health Center physician/faculty and campus students, staff and faculty beneath cloudless skies and a warm November sun.

"We moved the vaccination program outside to relax the atmosphere," Collins said. "We couldn't have ordered a finer day — with that light breeze and clear skies."

At the outset of the nation-wide influenza inoculation program, printed reports of the needle and the alleged damage done, stirred skepticism among the public resulting in low turnouts at designated vaccination centers.

But the line—two at a time—wrapping around the faculty parking lot was apparently exposed so solicitation on the part of volunteers for a vaccination.

"The turnout was better than we expected for a county and that is a good feeling," a grinning Collins said.

There were "no particular problems with inoculation program.

-Benefits; Now that you came to school with that great new haircut—where do you get it maintained in SLO??

Answer; See Blam at House of Lawrence Beauty Salon 1011 Higuera Safari Bldg.

Sarena's Beauty is ready to help you Call 543-2765

KODAK FILM

KINKO'S

**NATIONALLY KNOWN SPEED READING**

TO BE TAUGHT

HERE IN SAN LUIS OBISPO

S.L.O. Spec. Golden State Reading Lab will offer a 4-week course in speed reading to a limited number of qualified persons in the San Luis Obispo area.

This recently developed method of instruction is the most innovative and effective program available in the United States.

Not only does this famous course reduce your time in the classroom to just one class per week for a short week, but it also includes an advanced speed reading course on cassette tape that should be used each week.

The course permits average speed readers to read approximately 2,000 words per minute, and speeds that approach 6500 words per minute. In rare instances, speeds as high as 18,000 words per minute have been documented.

Of average graduates should read 5-15 times faster upon completion of the course with marked improvement in comprehension and concentration.

These graduates will receive additional information, a series of free, one-hour orientation lectures will be given to all students who sign up, and an orientation program will be explained to complete the course.

Students who sign up for the course will receive the latest in computer programs and instruction methods, class schedule, and a special report for additional study.

If they order the materials, they will receive a full set of instruction materials, and a special report for additional study.

Students who order the materials, should be accepted by their work group. They will receive a copy of the course and the instruction materials, and a special report for additional study.

If they order the materials, they will receive a full set of instruction materials, and a special report for additional study.

If they order the materials, they will receive a full set of instruction materials, and a special report for additional study.

Meetings will be held on Wednesdays, 4:30-6:30 at the Health Center at 900 South Higuera.

If you are interested in speed reading, please contact the Health Center at 543-2765, or visit the Health Center at 900 South Higuera.

"You really don't think the shot could kill you? Do you?"

Another Poly student chuckling a smile of coins over his wound suggested: "If I go it really won't matter because statistically I will be just be another star, right?"

The vaccination program will be continued through today on the second floor of the Health Center. For more information contact the campus clinic at 543-1212.
Question and answer

ASI chief: Five months down, seven left

Melaed: Yah, but the trustees have given him the final authority over things like that. Tba only power wa have aa president.

Maland: It's not quitl lika I thought it waa going to ba. This papar work ia something I hadn't an-

processed yet. Although running the ASI procedurally ia no problem, lt'a tba day-today we're going to be able tea*

Fremont. Than, thereTs a large number of dorm stateab that park in the lot ia frM of Vista Grande, Asm

but don't move every day «

Melaad: From the very day that I first attended Cal Poly, I wanted to ba student

'Olly (pronounced "Oly") comas from a Norwegian

while his experience with high school

Last May, Maland

(beam when he snatched

I think it would ba a good source for

MD: Do you anddpata a confrontation with Kennedy

Maland: Alcohol should ba

MD: What do you think

MD: Weren't you planning

MD: How do you feel about

For Those Just Right

Hunters and Junior I

Future Farmers of America

SAH IUIS OBISPO

Applications & Information

Applications for financial aid for next year are available from the Financial Aid Office, located in the Student Center.

SAH IUIS OBISPO

Applications & Information

Call 805-756-4100 Ext. 244<br>
24 Hours
Behind the footlights at "Diary"

by BAROLOGY NEWELL
Daily Daily Writer

In July, 1942, sadness and fear of Jews were taking from the Nazi's war plants in Amster-
dam.

As account of the stories is held in a diary kept by a young member of the group, Anne Frank.

It was published as "Anne Frank: Diary of a Young Girl," and became a best
seller, later to be dramatized by Frances Goodrich and Joseph Kessel in "The Diary of
Anne Frank."

In her diary, Anne misses home and sensitivity as a girl, her family—the Van Daan family—and a
name said Ben. Ben died together in a tiny attie
for over two years.

The play, depicting the struggles and joys of the group will be restaged at Cal Poly's fall productions,
presented in the Cal Poly Theater.

The play opens Thursday night with six additional performances: Friday and Saturday nights. Curtain is
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at Brown's Music, 717 Higuera and at the Cal Poly
box office.

The play has not been easy to watch. The characters are emotional, intense people and
recreating them has had an emotional and personal strain on the part of the cast. Mastering technical
aspects of lighting and costume, have not been easy.

Consequently, in this last week of rehearsal, the pressure has been mount-
ing. Tempters flare, the nerves increase and the people get more anxious
about their own personal contribution to the show.

Anne is played by Heather Kirk, veteran of several Cal Poly and community theater productions. The
expressive, dark-haired Jew, according to the major says this is the most difficult part she
has ever tackled.

"Anne is so intricate," said Kirk, "She has so many things moving in and out of
her personality all the time. The most difficult thing about playing Anne is being
real—real life!"

Kirk echoes the sentiment that other actors in the production feel. It is im-
portant to them that their characters emerge as life-
like characters in a play—
they were real people.

"It's a character I really
have to work at, all the
time. If I don't keep it,
I don't get it."

Kodrick is aware of the
problems encountered in
the production in the
director, Mr. Michael
Malikin.

The tall, lean Seaton will
play heavy makeup and
padding designed to trans-
form his face and physique
into that of a much older,
heavier man.

Perhaps one of the most
challenging roles is that of
the melancholic, nervous Mr.
Dussel, played by Don
Potter. Potter's warm, easy
smile belies the fact that in
minutes he may switch into
the character of a pensive,
difficult, middle-aged
dentist.

Potter, disc jockey on KELV, found that acting
involves more than learning
lines and "play-acting."

"I'm trying to be a
completely different
person. I don't want any of
Don Potter to show through in
this character. Everything
he does, even what he
wears, even what he
opens a door, the way he
pats on a shoe, has to be the
character, Mr. Dussel,
" Potter says he has been
observing older people,
different types of people,
watching the way they do
things, and how they
retain your own face and
body."

"It's a character I really
have to work at, all the
time. If I don't keep it,
I don't get it."

Acutely aware of the
problems encountered in
the production in the
director, Dr. Michael
Malikin.

"Gone of the biggest
challenges in this show,"
says Malikin, "is getting
the actors to hold onto and
repeat the good things that
they do. The actors in this
production are intelligent,
bright and receptive. What
they need is the technique
to make it all work."

"The characters in this
play are highly intelligent,
highly emotional people in
a very difficult situation," he
said.

Malikin added that the
characters are not easy to
play, that an actor must
work constantly, in and out
of rehearsal, to make a
character believable.

Malikin, who directed
"Death of a Salesman" and
"Blindness" last year, has a
reputation as a reluctant
director demanding a good
performance from an actor.

The cast and crew of "The
Diary of Anne Frank" agree
this play has been hard
cost, and has taken up huge
amounts of time. They also
agree it has been time well
spent.

LA FIESTA RESTAURANT

The finest in Mexican food at the
best prices in Town.

Open Thurs.
11-9

Kodak Film
KINKO'S

LA FIESTA RESTAURANT

Fashioned Mexican food at the
best prices in Town.

Dinner served 4-9 p.m.

206 Higuera S.L.O.

LA FIESTA RESTAURANT

The finest in Mexican food at the
best prices in Town.

Dinner served 4-9 p.m.

206 Higuera S.L.O.

Winwood Salon

Individually Designed Cuts
Vidal Sassoon Products
Savings & Loan Building

Lower Level 544-1101

More than a Rosé

TIME

Magazine reports:

"Gallo's Pink Chablis
recently triumphed
over ten costlier
competitors in a blind
tasting among a
panel of wine-industry
executives
in Los Angeles."

"The wine is a
more delightful creation. Made and bottled at
Cede Vineyards in Modesto, Calif."

LA FIESTA RESTAURANT

The finest in Mexican food at the
best prices in Town.

Dinner served 4-9 p.m.

206 Higuera S.L.O.
if you are completing a degree in Electrical Engineering, Physics, Electronics Technology or Geology with a strong electronics interest or aptitude, you may qualify for training as a Dresser Atlas FIELD ENGINEER. And that means ACTION. We're a worldwide technical service company serving the petroleum industry. Using complex, highly sophisticated tools and equipment we can evaluate and determine the oil or gas productivity potential of a well, at the site.

After intensive training (approximately 10 months) which includes field work, class and lab, test sites and simulators, you will have a mobile unit, crew and company car assigned to you, and you will have full responsibility for your field assignments.

There's a lot more to the story... advancement... extraordinary earnings... uncommon responsibilities... and challenge to your technical and leadership abilities.

Write for detailed brochures:
R. L. Stanelle,
Supervisor of Recruitment,
Dresser Industries, Inc.
Petroleum Services Group
3000 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

For the Graduate looking for Action!

On-Campus Interviews
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November 19, 1976
See Your Placement Office
Harriers second in championship; season finished

by CRAIG REESEN
Daily Sports Editor

With shocking finality, Cal Poly’s cross-country team sealed their season prematurely by losing in the Cal State Collegiate Athletic Association Championships Saturday and forfeiting any chance for national competition.

Going into the championship at Northridge, Cal Poly was favored to unseat defending champ Cal State Northridge. But warm weather played an important role as they walked to a distant fourth.

Northridge won the honor of competing in the NCAA Div. II Tournament this Saturday in Springfield, Missouri. They beat Cal Poly 100. In third place was Cal State at Los Angeles, followed by Cal Poly and Cal State Bakersfield.

Master Paul Wright of Northridge, finishing for only the second time in his adhesion career, captured the individual title with a time of 25:04 in the 10,000 meter run. In second was Felipe Britonelo of Cal State LA (25:07).

The Mustang top placer was Jim Warren, who finished sixth with a time of 31:04.

Luis Arronies finished seventh (21:54) followed by Anthony Rayno (eighth at 21:54), Stan Hockerson (10th at 23:34), Randy Myall (11th at 23:48), Ryan Trice (30th at 31:13) and Jeff Small (91st at 37:05).

Cadena filled in for injured head coach Steve Miller.

"It seems as though we started to fall apart at the end of the year," Cadena said. "I'm lost for words in trying to find a reason for our disappointing showing."

There are five seniors on the squad, four of whom have now finished their careers at Cal Poly. Warren, Hockerson, Trice, Myall and All-American Anthony Rayno make up the top five. Myall will be the only one to be able to run a race more cross country season.

"Next year we should have a better team," Cadena said. "We're working on a couple of JC transfers, so if recruiting goes well, we should be in there."

Returning to next year's team will be redshirt sophomores Dave Stock and John Caprotti.

Rifle team shoots to first

The Rifle team shot both’s second and first rounds to win their first place in an invitational meeting last Sunday.

Cal Poly placed third, with their third and fourth rounds to match the individual competitor with a score of 5,562. University of California at Davis finished in second place with 5,530 points. San Diego finished third followed by the University of Utah.

The match placed Cal Poly 30th in the national Rifle competition, according to team member Jack Jones.

"Cal Poly will host the National Rifle Association Collegiate Championships Feb. 5, 6 and 7. Teams will be competing from California, Nevada, Arizona and possibly Oregon.

"The team is not funded by the AIS," Jones said. "We just pay our own entry fees."

Leading the team in the individual competition was captain Mike Brown, who placed third with a score of 670. All scores are fired out of a possible 690 points.

Meland: Student policy creator

Meland: Not for the time being. Politics is no longer in the atmosphere, all you have to do is make one stop and it's over. I've got an off-season to go to graduate school in Virginia to study public policy. That way, if I ever decide to run for public office, I'll have an opportunity to fall back on.

Meland: Student policy creator

Meland: Not for the time being. Politics is no longer in the atmosphere, all you have to do is make one stop and it's over. I've got an off-season to go to graduate school in Virginia to study public policy. That way, if I ever decide to run for public office, I'll have an opportunity to fall back on.
Stadium renovation project hangs by its football seat

The renovation project for Mustang Stadium is well under way and with demolition coming up, the relic of the program is in the middle of construction. The Mustang Stadium Renovation Project will provide new metal bleacher seats, which would replace the rapidly aging wooden bleachers on the west side of the football field. Included in the project are new lighting, restrooms, ticket booths and a press box.

The Stadium Development Committee decided the best way to raise money for the project was through major donor drives, sale of seat options, and distribution of any size, according to Sports Information Director Wayne Shaw. So far, 300 seats have been sold so far, according to Harry Henderson, chairman of the seat option sales.

"We'd like to sell all of the chair seats, and 200 of the bench-backs," said Bob Brown, who is coordinating the renovation fund drive. "The project is moving along well," he added.

There are two crucial deadlines for the renovation project, which has September, 1977 as a target date for completion. The first deadline will be at the end of this month when the State Board of Trustees will discuss the project and give their final approval. "We must make a good showing at that time," Brown said.

The next crucial date for the renovation program will be Feb. 1. At that time, Pres. Robert Kennedy must decide whether or not the project has sufficient financial backing.

"I would assume that if we have $600,000 to $800,000 raised, we would be able to ask contractors to submit their bids," Brown said. The project has apparently brought in between $300,000 to $400,000 but official figures are unavailable at this time.

Dean Chandler is pleased with the progress of the project so far, "but it has quite a ways to go.

"The renovation might also make it more feasible to have concerts in Mustang Stadium," Chandler said.

Committee members hope the project can be finished in time for the opening of the 1977 football season. "It's our goal, but we always reach our goals," Chandler concluded.

JVs lose finale to Stanford

The Mustangs' JV football team played one half too many this season and ended on a down note with a 43-13 loss to Stanford's JV Friday at Mustang Stadium.

"Our guys were tired," coach John Orvello said Monday. "We had a good first half and were down only 15-18 but they had a lot of personnel." Call for next season is September 1-1. "Our basic philosophy (for the JV program) is to get game experience and get the players ready for varsity. I think we have done that," Orvello explained.

Dean Chandler is pleased with the progress of the project so far, "but it has quite a ways to go. The renovation might also make it more feasible to have concerts in Mustang Stadium," Chandler said.

Committee members hope the project can be finished in time for the opening of the 1977 football season. "It's our goal, but one doesn't always reach his goals," Chandler concluded.

Copeland's Sports

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Steve Speer, CB, 5'11", 170 lb. Sr. from Costa Mesa. The Orange Coast College transfer is Player of the Week for the second straight week for his outstanding defensive work in the 42-6 win over USIU. Speer returned a punt 72 yards for a touchdown and three punts altogether for a total of 96 yards.